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Abstract

This paper uses the random-coefficients logit methodology that controls for potential

endogeneity of prices and allows for general substitution patterns to estimate various

demand systems. The estimation takes advantage of an original ticket-level revealed

preference data set on travels from the New York City area to Toronto that contains

prices and characteristics of not only flight choices but also of all non-booked alternative

flights. Consistent with having higher valuations, our results show that travelers buying

closer to departure have a higher utility of flying. Moreover, consumers’ heterogeneity

decreases as the flight date nears. At the carrier level, we identify which carriers

have more price-sensitive consumers and which carriers face greater competition. In

addition, the results suggest that our multi-airport metropolitan area can be considered

as a single market and that JFK and Newark are relatively closer substitutes. Overall,

consumers are more willing to switch to alternative carriers than between airports or

departure times.
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1 Introduction

Estimating a demand system is at the heart of the analysis of flights as differentiated prod-

ucts. In airline markets, passengers need to make a number of decisions, including the

choice of airport, carrier, and departure time. It is not only important to estimate the

demand at each of these levels, but also to obtain precise estimates of the substitution pat-

terns. At the airport level, studying choice and substitution patterns is key to address the

definition of a market in areas served by multiple airports. This is linked to the assessment

of airport congestion, regulation, pricing of gates and airways, airport expansions, and im-

proving access to airports. At the carrier level, the importance arises when assessing the

level of competition between carriers and when implementing pricing strategies. At the de-

parture time level, the question is important when focusing on congestion (e.g., stochastic

and systematic peak-load pricing) and demand-shifting across alternative departure times.

In this paper we use an original ticket-level revealed preference data set on direct travels

from the New York City area to Toronto with information on prices and characteristics of

not only the flights selected by passengers, but also of all non-booked alternative flights.

The availability of information on prices and on unchosen alternatives solves two problems

typically faced by most studies of air travel demand.1 This allows us to estimate passengers’

preferences by having the same information on the products available to them when they

booked a flight. In addition, we control for ticket characteristics that serve to implement

systematic and stochastic peak-load pricing (see, e.g., Borenstein and Rose, 1994; and

Escobari, 2009, 2012) and also serve to segment consumers and price discriminate (see,

e.g., Escobari and Jindapon, 2014).

We model flights as differentiated products and estimate various demand systems using

the random-coefficients logit methodology. Our estimation approach helps overcome var-

ious challenges. First, we want the estimation of the substitution patterns across flights

1For example, Harvey (1987), Pels et al. (2001), Hess and Polak (2006), and Koster et al. (2011) have

no information on prices, while Pels et al. (2003), Hess and Polak (2005b), and Pels et al. (2009) have

only average prices. Moreover, Hess et al. (2007) explain that survey data—which is used in most revealed

preference data studies—has major issues that arise because of the often low quality of the information in

the unchosen alternatives.
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to be consistent with economic theory.2 Second, passengers face a large number of flights,

which implies a large number of parameters to be estimated. The logit model proposed by

McFadden (1973) solves this dimensionality problem by projecting products onto a space

of characteristics. One concern in McFadden’s approach is the Independent of Irrelevant

Alternatives (IIA) property that means that substitution patterns (cross-price elasticities)

are driven entirely by market shares and not by product characteristics. Alternative meth-

ods such as the nested logit were aimed at relaxing the IIA assumption, but they still have

the constraint that products need to be classified a priori as in the Deaton and Muellbauer

(1980)’s almost ideal demand system. The random-coefficients discrete-choice models of

demand that we employ initially follow Berry (1994) and Berry, Levinsohn and Pakes (1995,

henceforth, BLP), but extend the selection of instruments to include instruments from the

dynamic panels literature and Chamberlain’s (1987) optimal set of instruments as sug-

gested in Reynaert and Verboven (2014). The BLP random-coefficients demand method-

ology maintains the advantage of the logit by allowing for a large number of products. In

addition, it allows for general substitution patterns that take into account heterogeneity

of consumers’ tastes which produce more realistic own- and cross-price elasticities (Nevo,

2000b). The estimation approach also allows us to control for potentially endogenous prices

while retaining the benefits of alternative discrete-choice models. Controlling for poten-

tially endogenous prices is key given that airlines jointly compete in prices, departure times,

and even in the selection of the airport.

The results show evidence that the utility of flying is greater for travelers who buy closer

to departure, which is consistent with having higher valuations. Moreover, we also find

that as the flight date nears, consumers’ heterogeneity increases. Our elasticity estimates

show that at the airline level, United has the most price-sensitive travelers followed by

American and Delta. In addition, we find evidence that Air Canada and Delta appear to

have differentiated themselves more from the rest of the carriers while American, United

and Continental appear to be relatively closer competitors. At the airport level, the cross-

price elasticity estimates suggest that the multi-airport metropolitan area that comprises

2An example of demand systems consistent with economic theory includes the almost ideal demand

system (AIDS) of Deaton and Muellbauer (1980). Njegovan (2006) uses an AIDS to estimate elasticities for

air-travel demand.
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Newark, JFK and La Guardia can be considered as a single market. The results also show

that travelers from Newark are the least price sensitive and that JFK and Newark appear

to be relatively closer substitutes. Overall, consumers are more willing to switch to an

alternative carrier than to switch between airports or to alternative departure times.

The study of airport choice has long been of interest to researchers and it is generally

agreed that access time and flight frequency are dominant factors explaining airport de-

mand. Estimating the choice and the degree of substitution between competing airports is

important as airport planners need to know if, for example, particular investments will in-

crease market share. Regarding the methodology, most previous studies used multinomial

logit (e.g., Skinner, 1976; Harvey, 1987) or nested logit (e.g., Pels et al., 2000, 2001, 2003),

while there are some that employed probabilistic choice set multinomial logit (e.g., Başar

and Bhat, 2004) and weighted conditional logit (e.g., Ishii et al., 2009). In terms of data,

previous work used either revealed preference data (e.g., Pels et al., 2001, 2003; Başar and

Bhat, 2004; Zhang and Xie, 2005; Hess and Polak, 2005a,b, 2006; Ishii et al., 2009; Pels

et al., 2009), stated preference data (e.g., Skinner, 1976; Harvey, 1987; Proussalogloua and

Koppelman, 1999; Hensher et al., 2001; Zhang and Xie, 2005; Hess et al., 2007; Loo, 2008;

Ishii et al., 2009; Hess, 2010; Koster et al., 2011; Marcucci and Gatta, 2011; de Luca, 2012;

and Drabas and Wu, 2013), or mixed data (Ortúzar, J. de D. and Simonetti, 2008).3 In

terms of methodology, the study that is closest to ours is the demand side of Berry and Jia

(2010) who estimate a structural model with aggregate data.4

Studying airline choice and substitution patterns is important because airlines need

to know the degree in which increasing their prices shifts passengers to alternative car-

riers. Zhang et al. (2010) show that the degree of substitution between carriers affects

the concession revenue sharing between an airport and its airlines. The degree of substi-

tution between airlines also affects the vertical relationship between airports and airlines

(Fu et al., 2011), the potential vertical collusion between airports and airlines (Barbot,

2009; Barbot et al., 2013), the internalization of congestion costs and congestion pricing

(Brueckner, 2002; Mayer and Sinai, 2003; Morrison and Winston, 2007; and Rupp, 2009),

3Bilotkach et al. (2012) study airport choice and its effect on airfares using a natural experiment.
4Escobari and Mellado (2014) is also closely related, but they do not estimate substitution patterns and

they use a simple logit model that does not control for endogeneity of prices.
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and competition and the role of de-hubbing on prices (Tan and Samuel, 2016).

The organization of the paper is as follows. Section 2 describes and discusses the

benefits and assumptions behind the data. The empirical model for airlines is proposed in

Section 3. Section 4 starts by describing the instruments and then discusses the results.

Section 5 concludes.

2 Description and Discussion of the Data

We have an original ticket-level revealed preference data set with information on prices,

sales and product characteristics of not only the flights in which sales occurred, but also on

prices and product characteristics of all contemporaneous non-booked alternatives.5 This

means that our data set contains travelers’ choices and the same information available to

them on all available flight options when they booked the trip. Having this information is

consistent with discrete-choice random-utility models in which a potential traveler arrives

to the market, observes all available products and characteristics (including prices), and

then decides to buy the ticket that offers the highest utility or decides not to buy any ticket

if the highest utility is from the outside good. When buying airline tickets, travelers can

easily observe prices and characteristics of all available options via online travel agencies.

Following a similar strategy as Escobari (2012) and Escobari and Jindapon (2014), the

data set was collected from the online travel agency Expedia.com by keeping track of posted

prices and seat inventories at different times prior to departure. Our collection strategy has

important advantages over similar data sets obtained from computer reservation systems

(e.g., Stavins, 2001). First, we have a panel which allows us to control for observed and

unobserved flight-specific characteristics. Second, we recorded inventories which are key to

identify when sales occur, and third, we also recorded prices when sales do not occur. Our

detailed information on prices at the ticket level represents an important improvement over

previous work on air travel demand that uses revealed preference data. As explained in

5Previous studies that use revealed preference data are almost entirely based on surveys (see, e.g.,

Proussalogloua and Koppelman, 1999; Pels et al., 2000, 2003; Zhang and Xie, 2005; Hess and Polak, 2006;

Hess et al., 2007; Loo, 2008; Koster et al., 2011). Hess et al. (2007) explain that survey data is generally

collected from departing passangers, which has major issues that arise because of the low quality of the

information in the unchosen alternatives.
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Pels et al. (2009), a common problem to most studies of airline demand is the poor quality

of air fares data. Hence, most of previous studies either ignore prices or use average prices.6

To make the problem tractable we focus on flights departing from the New York City

area and arriving in Toronto. This single city pair during our period of study generated over

half-a-million observations. Previous studies that focused on a particular city pair include

Bilotkach (2007) and Ishii et al. (2009), while studies that focused on a geographical area

include Pels et al. (2001, 2003), Başar and Bhat (2004), and Bilotkach et al. (2012). One

benefit from the New York City area is that it has three international airports that offer

direct flights to Toronto. This will allow us to capture the degree of substitution between

airports. The John F. Kennedy International Airport (JFK) and La Guardia Airport

(LGA) are both located in Queens, New York, while the Newark Liberty International

Airport (EWR) is located Newark, New Jersey. All arrivals are at the Toronto Pearson

International Airport (YYZ), which is the only big airport that serves Toronto.

The sample includes directional non-stop one-way economy-class tickets. We assume

trips with one or more stops are of a significantly different quality as well as tickets that

belong to a different class (e.g., first class).7 Our approach to study a single leg follows

the theoretical literature on pricing and airline demand where most of the work is built on

single-leg models (see, e.g., Gallego and van Ryzin, 1994; and Dana, 1998).8 One limitation

from this approach will arise when trying to generalize the results to round-trip itineraries.

For example, round-trip prices depend on the dates of both trips (see, e.g., Escobari et al.,

2017). We do not attempt to generalize the results to round-trip tickets; however, we

believe our setting is not significantly different, for example, from the empirical literature

in airlines that assumes that one-way and round-trip tickets follow the same structure and

that the round-trip fare is just the one-way fare multiplied by two (see, e.g., Borenstein

6For example, Harvey (1987), Pels et al. (2001), Hess and Polak (2006), and Koster et al. (2011) do not

have information on fares. Moreover, Ishii et al. (2009) use an approximation of fares, while Pels et al.

(2003), Hess and Polak (2005b), Pels et al. (2009) only have average fares.
7Direct flights between the New York City area and Toronto take about 98 minutes, so it is reasonable

to argue that tickets that involve one or more stops are not a desired alternative for travelers.
8Escobari et al. (2017, section 2.2) explain that collecting round-trip data from online travel agencies

suffers from a “curse of dimensionality,” as the alternative departing and returning combinations grows

exponentially with the number of available flights.
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and Rose, 1994, p. 677; and Gerardi and Shapiro, 2009, p. 5).

The carriers in the sample are American Airlines, Air Canada, Continental, Delta, LAN

Airlines, and United. In addition, the sample includes all of the 317 direct service flights

that departed between December 19 and December 24, 2008. For each flight in the sample

we fixed the departure date and recorded fares and inventories every three days starting at

40 days in advance up until 1 day prior to departure. Following Escobari (2012, p. 710),

sales are recorded as the difference between beginning-of-period and end-of-period seat

inventories. Hence, for example, if the number of available seats decreased from 17 to 16

on a particular flight, we record a sale and assume that the sale occurred at the beginning-

of-period one-way posted price. Note that this one-way price is not necessarily the price at

which the sale took place as the seat might have been bought, for example, with frequent

flyer miles, as part of a round-trip ticket, or as part of a longer itinerary (e.g., a passenger

going from Miami to Toronto connecting at a New York City area airport). We argue that

the observed one-way fares are relevant to our analysis because these one-way prices are

the base for the prices of other tickets that offer the same available seat. The simplest

example to illustrate this point comes from Borenstein and Rose (1994) and Gerardi and

Shapiro (2009) who assume that round-trip fares are just one-way fares multiplied by two.9

A second example would involve carriers pricing each leg independently, such that the final

price of the ticket is just the summation of the prices of each of the legs—Bachis and

Piga (2011) explain that European Low Costs Carriers follow this practice. In both of

these examples, there is a perfect correlation between one-way prices and the prices of the

other two types of tickets. While we do not draw conclusions beyond one-way fares, these

examples illustrate how fairly common assumptions in the literature might enable us to

extend some of our results to other types of tickets.10

9None of the papers that work with the popular Bureau of Transportation Statistics’ DB1B data set

know which portion of the ticket’s price corresponds to each of the legs (see, e.g., Gerardi and Shapiro,

2009).
10This point can also be illustrated with the following example. Let the observed one-way price be pow

and sales (demand) on the same flight be qdow. In a simplified scenario, we are interested in estimating

∂qd
ow

∂pow
. However, this marginal effect might be channeled through prices of other tickets for the same seat,

for example, a round-trip ticket price prt such that
∂qd

ow

∂prt

∂prt
∂pow

. That is, prt is affected by pow, and sales qdow

are affected by prt. If we assume, as in Gerardi and Shapiro (2009), that prt = 2 · pow, then
∂prt
∂pow

= 2 and
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When recording a sale we follow Escobari (2012, 2014) and assume that the reduction

in inventories comes from a passenger buying a ticket on the observed flight from the New

York City area to Toronto. If 100% of the passengers buy direct trips, there is no need to

make this assumption. However, the reduction in inventories might be, for example, from

an American Airlines (AA) passenger flying from Miami (MIA) to Toronto with a stopover

at JFK (MIA→JFK→YYZ). This is a concern if the fraction of passengers buying a longer

itinerary that involves the observed JFK→YYZ flight is relatively large. A simple way

to motivate our approach is to view an AA passenger flying MIA→JFK→YYZ as simply

buying two legs, the AA ticket MIA→JFK and the AA ticket JFK→YYZ. This is still

a passenger who has a demand for the AA ticket JFK→YYZ; we observe this purchase

and we observe the fraction of the price that corresponds to JFK→YYZ. Notice that not

all flights have the same potential for capturing connecting passengers and this can bias

our estimates. Following the same example, we define a flight’s “relevant network” as the

number of flights that feed passengers to our observed JFK→YYZ flight (i.e., flights arriving

from other destinations to JFK in the hours leading to the JFK→YYZ flight departure)

and flights departing from YYZ that can potentially connect the JFK→YYZ passengers

to additional destinations. Note that this “relevant network” is flight specific and constant

over time. One key advantage from our data set is that we have a panel and observe multiple

purchases for the same flight. Hence, including flight (or product) dummy variables in the

estimation will absorb any affect that the particular flight’s “relevant network” might have

on the demand.

An interesting element when focusing on one-way tickets is that network yield man-

agement can help us generate exogenous price changes to identify the price coefficients.

Note that the observed one-way ticket price can be affected by pricing at the network level

(network yield management). For example, the price on a JFK→YYZ flight could be held

high to protect the seats for connecting passengers that generate higher network value.

The carrier will still offer one-way tickets and we observe this higher price that reflects

the higher network value. This is also in line with Belobaba’s (1989) Expected Marginal

Seat Revenue (EMSR). The price variation in one-way tickets is the result of opening and

our estimates can also help us learn something about how demand responds to prices of round-trip tickets,

∂qd
ow

∂prt
.
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closing of booking classes, and the observed prices are equal to the EMSR of selling the

same seat on a more sophisticated itinerary that includes the same observed leg. The idea

is simple, the observed variation in one-way prices reflects the relative scarcity of seats that

can be sold as one-way tickets or as part of longer itineraries.

[Table 1, here.]

The summary statistics are presented in Table 1 with Panel A reporting on the main

variables in the analysis. The price is in US$ and corresponds to the fare between the

corresponding New York City area airport and Toronto. The variable Days in Advance is

the number of days prior to departure in which fares were recorded, while Sale is a dummy

variable equal to one if a sale occurs, zero otherwise. A salient feature in this panel is the

substantial observed price dispersion. The maximum price is about 16 times larger than

the minimum price, which is consistent with the relatively large standard deviation of fares.

The sample size of 560,244 observations times the average of the variable Sale is equal to

10,708. This figure corresponds to the total number of tickets sold. On average, every

time a ticket is sold we also recorded about 52 additional fares from competing alternative

flights.

Panel B disaggregates prices by airline. The largest carrier in the route is Air Canada

with 30.6% (97/317) of the flights, followed by United (26.5%) and American (21.1%). LAN

Airlines offered only 4 (1.3%) flights. In addition, this panel illustrates the substantial dif-

ferences in average prices across carriers. For example, the average price for Delta is 38.0%

greater than the average price in the route, and the difference between the average price

for Delta ($234.36) and LAN Airlines ($130.45) is over $100. It is valuable to understand

that for some carriers (e.g., Air Canada) this is a core route, while for some other carriers

(e.g., LAN Airlines) this route is a continuation of its service from Santiago, Chile to New

York. LAN Airlines probably offers service in this route as an alternative to just have its

aircraft wait in the JFK airport for the return trip to Santiago. Hence, LAN Airlines might

be more willing to fly with lower load-factors and at lower prices. An interesting element in

panel B is that there is substantial price dispersion within the same carrier, with the ratio

of the highest price to the lowest price being the largest for United (15.5) and American

(14.1), followed by Continental (13.0) and Air Canada (9.1).
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In panels C and D the disaggregation of prices is by airport and by departure time,

respectively. The airport with the most flights is La Guardia with more than half of the

flights in the sample. JFK offers the least number of flights and has the highest average

fare—about $44.6 higher than the average fare in the route. Differences in fares across

airports might be the results of the internalization of airport congestion costs (see, e.g.,

Brueckner, 2002; and Mayer and Sinai, 2003) or additional differences in costs or different

consumer types across airports. From panel D, we observe that average fares are higher

in the afternoon and in the evening, perhaps as a result of systematic peak-load pricing at

the flight level (see, e.g., Escobari, 2009).

3 Empirical Model for Airlines

In our empirical model for airlines, we observe t = 1, 2, ..., T markets with each having

i = 1, 2, ..., It consumers. Moreover, there are j = 1, 2, ..., J products in each market for

which we observe aggregate quantities, average prices, and product characteristics. The

definition of the J products in a market depends on the level of aggregation that we use

to obtain aggregate quantities and average prices. In particular, we define the j options

to be airports, carriers, and departure times. The idea is that different product definitions

will allow us to assess substitution patterns at different levels (i.e., airport, carrier, and

departure time). The importance of aggregation is also motivated by the existence of a

large number of flights (317). If each flight were to be considered as a separate product

and consumers are flexible in their choice of departure dates, then the matrix of own- and

cross-price elasticities (of dimensions 317 × 317) would be very difficult to estimate and

interpret. Hence, for example, if we aim at capturing substitution patterns across airports,

we will aggregate flights at the airport level. For expositional purposes, in the description

of the model we refer to j to denote a flight.

We define a market as the air transportation between the New York City area and

Toronto. This is consistent with Brueckner et al. (2014) who provide strong evidence that

city-pairs, rather than airport-pairs, are the appropriate market definition for the analysis

of passenger air transportation in many (but not all) large metropolitan areas. Moreover,

we model different times to departure as different markets in which consumers arrive,
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observe all available options and then decide to purchase the ticket that gives them the

highest utility or decide not to buy any ticket and leave the market. This is consistent with

Williams (2014), who shows that increasing prices over time provides little incentives for

consumers to wait to purchase later. In addition, he shows that only a small transaction

cost is needed to convince consumers not to wait.

Following Nevo (2000b, 2001), we model individual i’s indirect utility from traveling in

flight j and in market t with the following quasilinear form:

uijt = αi(yi − pjt) + xjtβi + ξjt + εijt, (1)

where yi is the income of consumer i, pjt is the price in flight j and in market t, xjt is the

vector of K observable non-price characteristics of flight j in market t, ξjt captures unob-

served (by the econometrician) flight characteristics, and εijt is the remainder stochastic

term with zero mean. Moreover, αi is the marginal utility of income, and βi is the vector

of individual-specific taste coefficients.

Note that quasilinearity in equation (1) implies that the indirect utility function is

free of any wealth effects. For airline tickets, this is a reasonable assumption as tickets

usually represent a small proportion of consumer i’s income. Petrin (2002), for example,

estimates a model that includes wealth effects in the estimation of demand for cars where

the assumption of no wealth effects might no longer work. In addition, equation (1) models

the existence of unobserved product characteristics ξjt that are identical across consumers,

but can change across markets and can capture elements of differentiation across flights.

To model the distribution of consumer taste parameters, we have that individual charac-

teristics consist of two components, observed consumers’ heterogeneity Hi and unobserved

additional characteristics vi. Because the estimation uses aggregate data, we do not need to

know individual characteristics. We only need to assume that we know something about the

distributions of consumers’ heterogeneity Hi while the remainder characteristics vi do not

contain such information. Characteristics vi can include whether the traveler is a tourist

or a business traveler, which is something that we do not explicitly model.11 Individual

11Berry and Jia (2010) model a discrete number of types rather than the continuous heterogeneity modeled

here. The advantage in a discrete number of types is the reduced computational burden which is important

when the number of products becomes large. In Berry and Jia (2010), their two types can be described as

business and tourist travelers.
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characteristics are formally modeled as:




αi

βi



 =





α

β



+ΠHi +Σvi, vi ∼ P ∗
v (v), Hi ∼ P̂ ∗

H(H), (2)

where Hi is a d×1 vector of variables that captures observed travelers’ heterogeneity and vi

captures additional unobserved characteristics. We denote the parametric distribution of vi

by P ∗
v (v), and because we will be estimating the nonparametric distribution of consumers’

heterogeneity Hi, we will use the notation P̂ ∗
H(H) for its distribution. Π is a (K + 1) × d

matrix of coefficients that capture how taste characteristics change with heterogeneity Hi,

and Σ is a (K + 1)× (K + 1) matrix of parameters.

To complete the demand system if consumers decide not to fly and leave the market,

the specification of the outside good has the following indirect utility:

ui0t = αiyi + ξ0t + π0Hi + σ0vi0 + εi0t. (3)

Without an outside good, the quantities of tickets purchased would be unchanged if all

carriers were to simultaneously increase prices for all available flights. In addition, without

additional assumptions, we cannot identify the mean utility of the outside good, ξ0t, and

the coefficients π0 and σ0 are not separately identifiable from coefficients on an individual-

specific constant term in equation (1). We follow an approach that is equivalent to nor-

malizing the utility of the outside good to be equal to zero. That is, we set ξ0t, π0, and

σ0 to be all equal to zero, which works because the term αiyi is common to all flights and

therefore vanishes.

If we combine equations (1) and (2) we have:

uijt = αiyi + δjt(xjt, pjt, ξjt; θ1) + µijt(xjt, pjt, vi, Hi; θ2) + εijt, (4)

δjt = xjtβ − αpjt + ξjt,

µijt = [−pjt, xjt](ΠHi +Σvi),

where the vector θ1 = (α, β) contains the linear parameters in the model, while the vector

θ2 = (Π,Σ) contains the nonlinear parameters. We define θ = (θ1, θ2) as the vector

containing both sets of parameters. In equations (4), [−pjt, xjt] is a row vector and the

indirect utility is expressed as the summation of αiyi, the mean utility δjt, and the mean-

zero heteroscedastic deviations from mean utility µijt + εijt.
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Following various models that explain pricing and sales in airline markets (see, e.g.,

Deneckere and Peck, 2012), consumers are assumed to have unit demands—they buy a

single ticket on the flight that gives them the highest utility. Because an individual i is

defined as a vector of consumers’ heterogeneity and product-specific shocks, this implicitly

defines the set of individual attributes that leads to the choice of a ticket in flight j. Let

this set be:

Ajt(x·t, p·t, δ·t; θ2) = {(Hi, vi, εi0t, ..., εiJt)|uijt ≥ uilt} ∀l = 0, 1, ..., J, (5)

where x·t = (x1t, ..., xJt)
′ are the observed characteristics, p·t = (p1t, ..., pJt)

′ are the prices,

and δ·t = (δ1t, ..., δJt)
′ are the mean utilities associated with all of the available flights. Ajt

in equation (5) defines individuals who chose flight j in market t. If no two flights give

exactly the same level of utility, the market shares for the jth flight can be obtained as the

integral over the mass of consumers in Ajt:

sjt(x·t, p·t, δ·t; θ2) =

∫

Ajt

dP ∗(H, v, ε) =

∫

Ajt

dP ∗
ε (ε)dP

∗
v (v)dP̂

∗
H(H), (6)

where P ∗(·) denotes the population distribution functions. The second equality follows from

the assumption of independence of H, v, and ε. Nevo (2000a) and Knittel and Metaxoglou

(2014) explain how to obtain the integral in equation (6) numerically given the assumptions

on the distribution of the individual attributes.

One common approach to evaluate the integral in equation (6) is to assume that con-

sumers’ heterogeneity is fully captured by the random shock εijt.
12 Then equation (1)

reduces to:

uijt = α(yi − pjt) + xijβ + ξjt + εijt. (7)

If we additionally assume that εijt in equation (7) is i.i.d. type I extreme-value, the market

share of flight j in market t is:

sjt =
exp(xjtβ − αpjt + ξjt)

1 + ΣJ
k=1exp(xktβ − αpkt + ξkt)

. (8)

Because income is assumed to be common to all options, it drops out of the equation. In

this case the substitution patterns are greatly restricted as the following price elasticities

12That is, θ2 = 0, αi = α, and βi = β.
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of the market shares hold:13

ηjkt =
∂sjt
∂pkt

pkt
sjt

=

{

−αpjt(1− sjt) if j = k

αpktskt otherwise.
(9)

There are two concerns with the elasticities presented in equations (9). Because market

shares sjt are usually small, then α(1 − sjt) is close to constant. This means that the

own-price elasticities are proportional to own price. This predicts higher markups for lower

priced flights and the functional form of the indirect utility directly determines the patterns

of the own-price elasticity.

The second concern occurs in the cross-price elasticities and arises from the i.i.d. struc-

ture of the random shock εijt. This is known as the Independence of Irrelevant Alternatives

(IIA) property and implies that substitution patterns are proportional to market shares. In

the airline context, we would have that if United in the Newark Liberty Airport and Delta

in the La Guardia Airport have the same market shares, an increase in prices from Air

Canada in the Newark Liberty airport would have the same substitution towards United

(in Newark Liberty) and Delta (in La Guardia). However, intuitively, we would expect

more passengers to shift to flights from United in the same airport (Newark Liberty) that

saw Air Canada prices rise.

The nested logit allows more flexible substitution patterns by dividing products into

groups, but the groups need to be defined a priori. Our approach to allow more realis-

tic substitution patterns without classifying products a priori involves keeping the i.i.d.

extreme-value distribution assumption in εijt and using µijt in equation (4) to introduce

correlation between flight choices. This correlation is a function of flight and consumer

characteristics, hence similar substitution patterns will follow from similar flights or simi-

lar consumer characteristics.

Under the assumption that εijt in equation (4) is i.i.d. type I extreme-value, we can

write sijt = exp(δjt + µijt)/[1 +
∑J

k=1 exp(δkt + µikt)] as the probability of individual i

buying a ticket in flight j in market t. Then the price elasticities of the market shares of

13Appendix A presents the derivation of these elasticities.
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equation (6) are:

ηjkt =
∂sjt
∂pkt

pkt
sjt

=











−pjt
sjt

∫

αisijt(1− sijt)dP̂
∗
H(H)dP ∗

v (v) if j = k

pkt
sjt

∫

αisijtsiktdP̂
∗
H(H)dP ∗

v (v) otherwise.

(10)

Note that the own-price elasticities (j = k) and the cross-price elasticities (j 6= k) are

not driven by functional form. Moreover, they change across individuals and flights. The

flexible substitution patterns in equations (10) involve using simulation methods to compute

the integral in equation (6). We use the estimation methods proposed by Berry (1994)

and Berry et al. (1995) which additionally control for endogeneity of prices. Appendix B

presents a summary of the estimation methods we employ.

4 Estimation

4.1 Instruments

The GMM estimator that we employ needs a set of exogenous instruments Z. The ex-

ogenous variables in the demand specification (e.g., the number of days in advance) will

serve as their own instruments. However, price can not serve as an instrument because it

is potentially endogenous as it might be correlated with the error term. The most com-

mon cause of this correlation is that carriers set prices knowing more about the error term

than the econometrician. This occurs, for example, if there are unobserved flight charac-

teristics that affect the demand for airline tickets. Note that our data consist of posted

prices, which means that airlines set prices first and then consumers make their purchase

decisions based on these fixed prices. This might make the potential endogeneity of prices

less of a concern if there are unobserved ticket characteristics that affect prices because

at least they are determined prior to the revelation of the traveler’s decision to buy an

airline ticket. In a panel data setting, this argument would help support the idea that our

posted prices might be predetermined (or weakly exogenous) rather than endogenous. This

contrasts with transaction data in which the identification of the demand is more difficult

because demand and supply variables are jointly determined from the point of view of the

econometrician.

For the selection of Z, we employ Chamberlain’s (1987) optimal set of instruments which
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consists of the expected value of the derivatives of the structural error term with respect

to the parameter vector, evaluated at an initial estimate of the parameters. Reynaert

and Verboven (2014) find that the use of Chamberlain’s (1987) optimal set of instruments

reduces bias and drastically improves the efficiency and stability of the parameter estimates.

In addition, we also use a second set of instruments. Taking advantage of the panel structure

of the data that gives us repeated observations of the same markets, we follow Anderson and

Hsiao (1981) and Arellano and Bond (1991) and use lagged values of fares as instruments.

An advantage is that these are instruments that vary by flight and over time. Escobari

(2012) uses the same set of instruments in his estimation of demand for air travel.

4.2 Results

Table 2 displays the results obtained from the model based on equation (4) using equa-

tion (6) to compute the predicted market shares. The different specifications across columns

are aimed at capturing estimates for different product definitions. With the goal of assess-

ing the degree of substitution across different airlines, column 1 aggregates flights at the

airline level. Likewise, columns 2 and 3 aggregate flights at the airport level and at the de-

parture time level respectively. The aggregation of prices and sales in column 1 implies, for

example, that an American Airlines flight that departs in the morning is the same product

as an American Airlines flight that departs in the afternoon. For the specification in the

third column we divide departure times in Morning (flights that depart before noon), Af-

ternoon (flights that depart between noon and 5:00 p.m.), and Evening (flights that depart

after 5:00 p.m.).

The revealed preference data set that we employ does not have information on the pur-

pose of the trip (e.g., leisure versus business), so we include the number of days in advance

in the vector of observable exogenous characteristics xjt that affect utility. This can help

control for the purpose of the trip as it is reasonable to argue that leisure travelers are more

likely to buy in advance. Moreover, the data set does not contain membership on frequent-

flier programs, which is known to affect airline choice. This can bias the constant estimates

because, for example, an AAdvantage member is more likely to have a higher American

constant than non-members. To allow for different constants across products (but still the

same constant across heterogeneous buyers who buy the same product), all specifications
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include product dummy variables that control for time-invariant characteristics.

BLP-based models typically use demographics to capture observed heterogeneity, how-

ever in our data, flights in all markets share the same demographics. Hence, in our spec-

ifications, observed heterogeneity Hi is drawn from the distribution of actual sales. Note

that because marginal utilities βi change by individual i, panel A in Table 2 reports the

means of the distributions of marginal utilities, β̄. Furthermore, panels B and C present

the effects of heterogeneity around the means of the βs. In particular, panel B reports the

standard deviations of the distribution of the marginal utilities, σβ , which can be inter-

preted as the effects of unobserved heterogeneity. On the other hand, panel C presents the

effects of observed heterogeneity, Hi, on the slope parameters.

[Table 2, here.]

From panel A, we observe that the mean price coefficients have the expected negative

sign across all three specifications and that the marginal effects are statistically significant

at the airline (column 1) and at the departure time (column 3) levels. The mean coefficient

on days in advance is also negative and statistically significant at the airport and at the

departure time levels. This suggests that the utility of flying is greater for those travelers

who buy closer to departure. Travelers who typically buy closer to departure are more

likely to have higher valuations (see, e.g., Dana, 1998), which is consistent with obtaining

a higher utility of traveling.

The statistically significant coefficients in panels B and C are evidence of consumers’

heterogeneity and that travelers have differentiated demands. Along with the widely doc-

umented price dispersion in airline markets, this is consistent with price discrimination

practices in which airlines segment heterogeneous travelers to extract more consumer sur-

plus (see, e.g., Escobari and Jindapon, 2014). In panel B, the estimates of the standard

deviations are not statistically significant for price, but they are for days in advance in two

of the product specifications (columns 1 and 3). These positive and statistically significant

coefficients indicate that consumers’ unobserved heterogeneity is lower closer to departure.

Panel C reports the estimates of the interaction term of days in advance with observed

consumers’ heterogeneity Hi. The estimates show a positive and statistically significant

effect only at the airport level (column 2). Consistent with the estimates in panel B, this
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positive effect is evidence that observed consumers’ heterogeneity, as driven by variation in

sales, decreases as the departure date nears.

[Table 3, here.]

Table 3 presents the estimates of the own- and cross-price elasticities that correspond to

the product definition at the airline level. These estimates are from the same specification

of column 1 on Table 2 and were obtained using equations (10) with the integrals being

approximated by simulations as presented in Vincent (2015). Following the same notation

as in equations (10), the entry (j,k) in the table corresponds to row j and column k. This

captures the percentage change in quantity demanded of carrier j when there is a one

percent increase in the price of carrier k. The diagonal elements (j = k) are the own-

price elasticities, while the off-diagonal elements (j 6= k) are the cross-price elasticities.

As suggested in equations (10), the model does not imply constant elasticities so we use

average values to evaluate them.

The figures along the main diagonal suggest that United travelers are the most price

sensitive, followed by American and Delta. The least price sensitive are from Air Canada.

Note that the aggregation of flights at the carrier level entails a fairly broad product defini-

tion which can help explain the relatively large own-price elasticities when compared to the

cross-price elasticities. Carriers with similar characteristics are viewed as relatively closer

competitors and are expected to have larger substitution patterns. Hence, when comparing

across columns, it is reasonable to argue that for this particular route between New York

City and Toronto, United, American, and Continental are relatively closer competitors,

while Air Canada and Delta appear to have differentiated themselves more from the other

carriers. This can explain the low cross-price elasticities for Delta. When comparing equa-

tions (9) and (10), we can observe that the structure imposed by the logit model forces all of

the off-diagonal elements within the same column to be the same. Hence, we can assess the

flexibility of our approach by examining the variation of the cross-price elasticities in each

column. This flexibility in equations (10) also allows to explain the observed asymmetry

in the cross-price elasticities.

Note that because we have data on one-way fares, the estimates should be interpreted

with care if trying to generalize to round-trip itineraries. This is because most of the
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“legacy carriers” (e.g., American, Delta, LAN Airlines) have different fare structures when

considering one-way and round-trip tickets. For example, the one-way fare structure can

be more expensive because corporate travelers who buy one-way tickets are likely to have

higher valuations than tourists who are more likely to buy round-trip tickets. Hence,

focusing on one-way tickets means that our demand estimates are more likely to capture

the behavior of corporate travelers.

[Table 4, here.]

Tables 4 and 5 present the own- and cross-price elasticities for alternative product

definitions. Table 4 follows the specification in column 2 of Table 2 and aggregates at

the airport level. All three airports are operated by The Port Authority of New York &

New Jersey. In terms of location, JFK and La Guardia are both located in Queens, while

Newark is located west in New Jersey. All three are fairly close as there are less than 10

miles between La Guardia and JFK, 26 miles between La Guardia and Newark, and about

33 miles between JFK and Newark. In terms of total passenger traffic, the largest is JFK

(53 million passengers in 2014), followed by Newark (35.6 million) and La Guardia (27

million).

The own-price elasticities presented on the main diagonal of Table 4 suggest that travel-

ers from La Guardia are the most price sensitive, followed by JFK and Newark. Estimating

cross-price elasticities at the airport level help decide which airports warrant being grouped

as a single market in a multi-airport metropolitan area. The cross-price elasticities in Ta-

ble 4 show evidence of demand-shifting across airports, which suggest that these three New

York City area airports can be considered as a single market.14 In addition, the cross-price

elasticities in columns 2 and 3 are relatively larger for Newark and JFK, implying that those

two airports appear to be relatively closer substitutes. Capturing cross-price elasticities at

the airport level also has policy implications, for example, when deciding on improvements

in access time to an airport, improvements in flight frequency or when assessing flight delays

(see, e.g., Bishop et al., 2011). Our estimates on the degree of demand-shifting across air-

ports can also be valuable to policy makers when deciding to implement particular airport

14Brueckner et al. (2014) present a method to group airports into a single market based on the compara-

bility of incremental competition effects from nearby airports.
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congestion pricing strategies.

[Table 5, here.]

Table 5 presents the elasticity estimates at the departure time level following the speci-

fication of column 3 on Table 2. The relatively high own-price sensitivity for evening flights

(when compared to morning and afternoon flights) can be explained by fewer flights being

offered during the evening (17.3% of the flights in the sample). From the relatively low

cross-price elasticities, we can infer that consumers have a relatively low willingness to

switch to alternative departure times, which is consistent with a broad product definition.

For example, the small cross-price elasticities in the first column imply that a price increase

in flights departing during the evening has a negligible shift of consumers to flights that

depart in the afternoon or in the morning. These relatively low cross-price elasticities also

imply that pricing strategies aimed at solving congestion problems at particular departure

times are unlikely to succeed.

Our estimates of own-price elasticity estimates are close to estimates found by previ-

ous studies.15 Overall, when comparing the magnitudes of the estimates across Tables 3

through 5, we observe that consumers are more price sensitive at the carrier level, followed

by airport and departure time. We interpret this as evidence that travelers are more will-

ing to switch to an alternative carrier than to switch between airports or to alternative

departure times.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we use the random-coefficients logit methodology to estimate various demand

systems and examine the airport, airline, and departure time choice and substitution pat-

terns. Our estimation approach controls for potential endogeneity of prices and allows

for general substitution patterns that take into account the heterogeneity in consumers’

tastes. Following Escobari (2012) and Escobari and Jindapon (2014), we take advantage of

an original ticket-level revealed preference data set gathered from an online travel agency.

15Using 204 own-price elasticity observations from 37 previous studies, Brons et al. (2002) explain that

own-price elasticities ranged between −3.20 and 0.21 with a mean elasticity of −1.146.
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One key advantage from these data is that it contains the same information on prices and

characteristics of all flights available to consumers at the moment of booking.

The results using our data from the New York City area are consistent with the widely

observed price dispersion and the price discrimination practices in the industry. We find

that the utility of flying is greater for those travelers who buy closer to departure. Moreover,

our estimates show that travelers’ heterogeneity decreases as the flight date nears.

When looking at the own- and cross-price elasticity estimates, we find significant dif-

ferences across airlines, airports and departure times. At the carrier level, the results show

that United, American and Continental are relatively close competitors. On the other

hand, Air Canada and Delta appeared to have differentiated themselves more from the

other carriers. At the airport level, we find that travelers from La Guardia are the most

price sensitive. In addition, our estimates of demand-shifting across airports provide ev-

idence that the New York City area airports can be considered as a single market and

that Newark and JFK are relatively closer substitutes when compared to La Guardia. The

relatively low cross-price elasticities at the departure time level suggest that higher prices

during peak times aimed at solving congestion problems are more likely to reduce overall

demand for travel rather that shift passengers to less congested periods. Overall, our re-

sults show that consumers are more willing to switch to an alternative carrier than between

airports or departure times.

The combination of our original data set and the random-coefficients logit estimation

provide valuable information on the degree of competition between airports, between car-

riers, and between flights offered at different departure times. This characterization of the

behavior of passengers can be valuable to local authorities, regulators, airport planners and

airlines. One potential limitation of our study is that we do not model the choice of travel

destination. While we can argue that this plays no role for business travelers, it might be

important for tourist travelers whose destination might not be set a priory. This is still an

open question for future research.
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Appendices

A Elasticities

To obtain the elasticities of demand
∂sjt
∂pkt

pkt
sjt

in equations (9) we need to calculate
∂sjt
∂pkt

first.

Let Wjt = exp(xjtβ−αpjt+ξjt), so we can write equation (8) as sjt = Wjt/[1+
∑J

k=1Wjt].

Then,

∂sjt
∂pkt

=
∂Wjt/∂pkt

1 +
∑J

k=1Wkt

+

(

−Wjt
(

1 +
∑J

k=1Wkt

)2

)

∂Wkt

∂pkt
.

For the own-price elasticities, j = k, we have:

∂sjt
∂pjt

=
−αWjt

1 +
∑J

k=1Wkt

+

(

−Wjt
(

1 +
∑J

k=1Wkt

)2

)

(−αWjt) (A.1)

= −αsjt + αs2jt

= −αsjt(1− sjt)

Hence, ηjkt =
∂sit
∂pjt

pjt
sjt

= −αsjt(1− sjt)
pjt
sjt

= −αpjt(1− sjt). For the cross-price elasticities,

j 6= k, we have:

∂sjt
∂pkt

=
0

1 +
∑J

k=1Wkt

+

(

−Wjt
(

1 +
∑J

k=1Wkt

)2

)

(−αWkt) (A.2)

= α

(

−Wjt

1 +
∑J

k=1Wkt

)(

−Wkt

1 +
∑J

k=1Wkt

)

= αsjtskt.

Then ηjkt =
∂sit
∂pkt

pkt
sjt

= αsjtskt
pkt
sjt

= αpktskt. For the elasticities in equations (10), the steps

to obtain
∂sijt
∂pikt

are the same. Then we need to integrate across individuals weighting by its

probability in the population.

B Estimation

The estimation follows Berry (1994), Berry et al. (1995), and Nevo (2000b) to obtain

consistent estimates of the parameters in the model presented in section 3. As in Berry

(1994), we use instruments and compound the error term to form the GMM objective

function to be minimized:

min
θ

||s(x, p, δ(x, p, ξ; θ1); θ2)− S|| (B.1)
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The market shares s(·) are the ones defined in equation (6), and S are the observed market

shares. Direct minimization of the objective function in equation (B.1) is difficult because

most parameters (θ1, θ2) enter nonlinearly, making the minimization process very costly.

There are many flight-level characteristics that are unobserved ξj along with various

individual traveler characteristics that are also unobserved, (Hi, vi, εi). This comes on top

of having potential correlation between airline prices and the unobserved econometric error

term. To take this into account we use Chamberlain’s (1987) optimal set of instruments and

lags of prices for the instruments Z. With ω(·) being a function of the model parameters,

the population moment conditions are then:

E[Zmω(θ∗)] = 0, m = 1, 2, ...,M, (B.2)

The population parameters are denoted by θ∗ and its two-step GMM estimates are:

θ̂ = argmin
θ

ω(θ)′ZΦ−1Z ′ω(θ). (B.3)

In the first step, we obtain Φ as the (consistent) estimate of E[Z ′ωω′Z]. As in Berry

(1994), when defining the error term in equation (B.1), we use the structural error ξjt.

Moreover, to implement equation (B.3), the error terms need to be written as a function

of the parameters and the data. This involves solving for each market the implicit system

of equations s(δ·t; θ2) = S·t. This is done by computing s(δ·t; θ2) using equation (6). The

εs are integrated analytically under the assumption that P ∗
ε (ε) follows an extreme-value

distribution. However, because the other two integrals in equation (6) cannot be evaluated

analytically, we use Monte Carlo integration to approximate them with,

sjt(x·t, p·t, δ·t; θ2) =
1

ns

ns
∑

i=1

sijt =
1

ns

ns
∑

i=1

exp(δjt + µijt)
∑J

k=1 exp(δkt + µikt)
. (B.4)

The simulations assume a number ns of individuals (draws) and use the variables that

have random coefficients as well as draws from P̂ ∗
v (v) and P ∗

H(H). The system of nonlinear

equations s(δ·t; θ2) = S·t is then solved numerically using the contraction mapping proposed

in Berry et al. (1995).16

Berry et al. (2004) provide the asymptotic distribution theory for this estimator. They

allow for three sources of error: the sampling error in estimating market shares, the simu-

lation error in approximating the shares predicted by the model, and the underlying model

16Please see Berry (1994) and Berry et al. (1995, 2006) for more details.
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error. They show that the limiting distribution of the parameter estimator is normal pro-

vided that the size of the consumer sample, n, and the number of simulation draws, ns,

grow at a large enough rate relative to the number of products J . In particular, the esti-

mator will be consistent if J log J/n and J log J/ns converge to zero as J increases. For

asymptotic normality at rate
√
J , we require J2/n and J2/ns to be bounded.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

VARIABLES #Flights Mean SD Min Max

Panel A. Whole Sample:

Price 317 169.8 133.3 65 1,075

Days in Advance 317 19.00 12.43 1 40

Sale 317 0.0191 0.137 0 1

Panel B. Price by Airline:

American 67 192.38 194.72 76 1,075

Air Canada 97 144.57 69.15 81 736

Continental 42 155.21 114.51 77 1,001

Delta 23 234.36 203.77 105 953

LAN Airlines 4 130.45 25.48 123 220

United 84 173.42 105.25 65 1,008

Panel C. Price by Airport:

Newark Liberty 113 150.73 101.27 65 1,001

La Guardia 163 171.87 133.96 76 1,075

John F. Kennedy 41 214.46 186.27 87 1,075

Panel D. Price by Departure Time:

Morning 142 142.06 95.94 65 1,075

Afternoon 120 192.68 162.87 77 1,075

Evening 55 191.55 130.96 81 953

Notes: The sample size is 560,244. Fares measured in US$.
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Table 2: Demand System Estimates

Model: (1) (2) (3)

Substitution Patters: Airline Airport Departure Time

Panel A. Means of the distributions of marginal utilities (β̄):

Price/100 −1.101‡ −0.903 −0.559∗

(0.640) (0.662) (0.165)

Constant −1.759‡ −2.431‡ −2.945∗

(1.001) (1.474) (0.710)

Days in Advance −0.288† −0.202 −0.239‡

(0.136) (0.207) (0.126)

Panel B. Standard deviations of the distributions of marginal utilities (σβ):

Price/100 0.352 0.368 8.85e−8

(0.365) (0.327) (2.037)

Days in Advance 0.223† 0.142 0.172†

(0.098) (0.119) (0.073)

Panel C. Interactions with observed Heterogeneity:

Days in Advance 0.008 0.0112‡ 0.000542

(0.006) (0.0067) (0.00671)

Number of Observations 420 252 252

Number of Markets 84 84 84

Halton draws 500 500 500

Notes: The table reports GMM parameter estimates. All regressions control for prod-

uct fixed effects. ‡ significant at 10%; † significant at 5%; * significant at 1%. The

numbers in parentheses are asymptotically robust standard errors.
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Table 3: Median Own- and Cross-Price Elasticities at the Airline

Level

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)

United Delta Continental Air Canada American

United −2.7503 1.15e−4 0.0354 0.00971 0.0234

Delta 0.0304 −2.1485 0.0338 0.0100 0.0205

Continental 0.0270 9.83e−5 −1.8121 0.0100 0.0193

Air Canada 0.0234 9.20e−5 0.0316 −1.4269 0.0179

American 0.0315 1.05e−4 0.0341 0.0100 −2.2141

Notes: The table reports GMM parameter estimates. The sample includes 420 observations

in 84 markets.
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Table 4: Median Own- and Cross-Price Elasticities at the

Airport Level

(1) (2) (3)

La Guardia John F. Kennedy Newark Liberty

La Guardia −1.6873 0.0154 0.0132

John F. Kennedy 0.0117 −1.4435 0.0143

Newark Liberty 0.0112 0.0160 −1.2311

Notes: The table reports GMM parameter estimates. The sample includes

420 observations in 84 markets.
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Table 5: Median Own- and Cross-Price Elasticities

at the Departure Time Level

(1) (2) (3)

Evening Afternoon Morning

Evening −2.7100 0.00589 0.0131

Afternoon 9.29e−5 −1.4545 0.0131

Morning 9.29e−5 0.00589 −0.8833

Notes: The table reports GMM parameter estimates. The sample

includes 420 observations in 84 markets.
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